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ABSTRACT

We compare the performance of regression and classification neural
networks for single-source direction-of-arrival estimation. Since the
output space is continuous and structured, regression seems more
appropriate. However, classification on a discrete spherical grid is
widely believed to perform better and is predominantly used in the
literature. For regression, we propose two ways to account for the
spherical geometry of the output space based either on the angular
distance between spherical coordinates or on the mean squared er-
ror between Cartesian coordinates. For classification, we propose
two alternatives to the classical one-hot encoding framework: we
derive a Gibbs distribution from the squared angular distance be-
tween grid points and use the corresponding probabilities either as
soft targets or as cross-entropy weights that retain a clear probabilis-
tic interpretation. We show that regression on Cartesian coordinates
is generally more accurate, except when localized interference is
present, in which case classification appears to be more robust.

Index Terms— Direction-of-arrival, training criterion, cost-
sensitive classification, soft target, angular loss

1. INTRODUCTION

Direction-of-arrival (DOA) estimation is of major importance for
various applications such as speech enhancement [1, 2] and au-
tomatic speech recognition (ASR) [3, 4]. Classical methods rely
on physical modeling of the acoustic scene. Many are based on
the time difference of arrival between microphones, for instance
via the generalized cross-correlation with phase transform (GCC-
PHAT) [5]. Steered response power (SRP) algorithms build acous-
tic maps by scanning the space with a beamformer [6]. Subspace
algorithms such as MUSIC [7] and ESPRIT [8] use the eigenvalue
decomposition of the covariance matrix of the signal to separate the
contributions of point sources and diffuse noise. Other methods rely
on clustering of the acoustic intensity vector [9]. These methods
are not able to model the sound scene in real-world situations with
reverberation, ambient noise, and where sources are not perfectly
punctual, resulting in degraded localization performance [10, 11].

To overcome the limitations of physical modeling, data-driven
approaches propose to use supervised learning in order to grasp
the complexity of acoustic phenomena. Pioneer works made use
of kernel estimators [12], ridge regression [13], support vector ma-
chines [14] or Gaussian mixture models [15].

The breakthrough of neural networks brought drastic perfor-
mance improvements in ASR [16], speech enhancement [17], and

more lately DOA estimation [18]. In a supervised learning frame-
work, the problem can be formulated either as a regression or as
a classification problem. When the output space is not structured
and is discrete, for example in the case of image recognition, clas-
sification is an obvious choice. On the contrary, for problems with
a structured and possibly continuous output space, both formula-
tions have assets and drawbacks. This has been discussed for audio
source counting [19], where classification slightly outperformed re-
gression; for object localization in images, where classification cou-
pled with Bayesian probabilistic modeling proves to be more ac-
curate than regression [20]; for audio generation, where the SING
algorithm [21] uses regression to achieve a significant gain in com-
plexity and better rendering than Wavenet [22], which uses classifi-
cation.

In the context of DOA estimation of audio sources, although
the output space is highly structured, most neural network based
systems rely on multi-label binary classification on the discretized
unit sphere [18, 23–25], as this was reported to perform better than
regression in a footnote in Xiao et al. [18]. Two notable exceptions
can be found: He et al. [26] reintroduced a structure in the output
DOA space by likelihood-based encoding of the output of the net-
work, and Adavanne et al. [27] proposed a regression based formu-
lation where the output of the network is formed with the Cartesian
coordinates on the unit sphere corresponding to the target DOA.
However, none of these works compare their performance with the
more common multiclass formulation. To our knowledge, no such
comparative study has been led for DOA estimation so far.

In this article, we investigate the impact of the framework (clas-
sification versus regression) on DOA estimation with neural net-
works. We build on the convolutional and recurrent neural net-
work (CRNN) architecture designed in our previous work on single-
source DOA estimation for Ambisonics recordings [25]. We com-
pare several classification and regression approaches by using tar-
gets and loss functions that are adapted to the geometry of the prob-
lem. We notably propose a classification network that accounts for
the spherical structure of the output space while enabling a clear
probabilistic interpretation.

In Section 2, we clarify the formulations of DOA estimation as
regression and classification problems. Section 3 presents differ-
ent systems for each formulation. We describe our experiments in
Section 4 and their results in Section 5. We conclude in Section 6.

2. FRAMEWORKS FOR THE LOCALIZATION PROBLEM

The goal of this article is to compare various formulations of the
DOA estimation problem as regression or classification. We restrict
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(a) (b)
Figure 1: (a) Target for regression: azimuth θ and elevation φ of the
speaker seen from the microphone array. (b) Target for classifica-
tion: discretization of the unit sphere corresponding to (2).

our study to the situation where a single static speaker needs to be
localized in a reverberant environment with ambient noise. We seek
to estimate the DOA, that is to say the azimuth and elevation of the
speaker with respect to the center of the microphone array. Estimat-
ing the distance between the source and the microphone is beyond
the scope of this article.

2.1. Regression

In the regression formulation, the goal is to directly recover an es-
timate of the azimuth θ and elevation φ corresponding to the DOA
of the source in the spherical coordinate system centered on the mi-
crophone array (see Fig. 1a):{

θ ∈ (−180◦, 180◦]
φ ∈ [−90◦, 90◦]

. (1)

2.2. Classification

In the classification formulation, the neural network outputs a score
for each class on the discretized unit sphere. The class that is the
closest to the actual DOA (θ, φ) should get the highest score.

In this work, we use the grid of points ψij (see Fig. 1b):{
φi = −90 + i

I
× 180 with i ∈ {0, . . . , I}

θij = −180 + j
Ji+1

× 360 with j ∈ {0, . . . , J i},
(2)

where I = b 180
α
c and J i = b 360

α
cosφic with α the desired

grid resolution in degrees. The resulting grid contains nDOA =∑I
i=0(J

i+1) points. Any other quasi-uniform grid could be used.

3. PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

3.1. A shared neuronal basis

We use the input features and the neural network architecture de-
scribed in our previous work [25]. We consider that the signals are
available in the first-order Ambisonics format [28], which consists
of 4 channels called W, X, Y, and Z, and we use the 6-channel nor-
malized intensity vector as input. This was proved to be suitable for
robust localization, including in real-life scenarios [11]. Only the
last layer and the cost function vary between the baseline [25] and
the systems proposed in the following.

The shared architecture of the networks is depicted in Fig. 2.
It takes several frames of input at a time in the short-time Fourier

Figure 2: Architecture of the neural networks for localization.
Right: with the output for regression. Left: with the output for
classification.

transform (STFT) domain. The first part is made of three convolu-
tional blocks. Each of them consists of a convolutional layer across
time and frequency with a rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation
function, followed by a batch normalization layer and max-pooling
across frequencys. A second part is made of two bidirectional long
short-term memory (BiLSTM) layers with hard-sigmoid recurrent
activation and hyperbolic tangent kernel activation. It is followed
by two fully-connected feed-forward (FF) layers. The first FF layer
has a linear activation. The activation of the last layer depends on
the system.

3.2. Configurations for regression

We designed three neural networks to estimate the DOA directly by
regression.

• Regression with spherical target: this network has two out-
put units with θ and φ as targets. Mean-square error (MSE) is
used for the loss. This loss does not account for the spherical
geometry of the outputs.

• Regression with spherical target and angular loss: this net-
work is identical to the previous one, except that the function
used for training is the angular distance δ between the predic-
tion ψ̂ = (θ̂, φ̂) and the actual DOA ψ = (θ, φ):

δ(ψ̂, ψ) = arccos{ sin(φ̂) sin(φ)

+ cos(φ̂) cos(φ) cos(θ̂ − θ)}.
(3)

This loss accounts for the spherical geometry of the output
space. However, mapping from directions on the unit sphere
to azimuth and elevation coordinates is unstable near the poles.

• Regression with Cartesian target: in order to solve the lat-
ter issue, we design a network that targets the three Cartesian
coordinates of the unit vector pointing towards the DOA, as in
the work of Adavanne et al. [27]. MSE is used for the loss. In
this case, it actually represents a geometrical distance between
the prediction and the true DOA.
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For all these networks, the labels are scaled between 0 and 1 and
a sigmoid activation function is applied on the last layer. We also
tried linear activation, with or without clipping, with worse results.
As a post-processing in the prediction step, we average the outputs
on all frames of the sequence, in order to return one prediction per
sequence.

3.3. Configurations for classification

We designed three more neural networks to predict the DOA by
classification using the architecture defined in Fig. 2. They are all
based on the previously defined grid (2) and hence have nDOA output
units.

• Cross-entropy (CE) with one-hot encoded target: we use a
softmax activation function at the output layer of the network
and optimize a CE loss. The target distribution is taken as the
one-hot in the grid point which is closest to the actual DOA.

• MSE with soft Gibbs target: we can induce some structure on
the output space with a softer target: a Gibbs distribution [29]
with energy taken as the angular distance between grid points
ψij and the true DOA ψ, similarly to He et al. [26]:

G(ψij) = e−δ[ψij ,ψ]2/β2

(4)

where δ is the angular distance (3) and β defines an angular
neighborhood. For this network, we use sigmoid activations
in the last layer and the MSE loss. The interpretability of the
output as a probability distribution is thus lost.

• Gibbs-weighted loss: to keep the structure of the output space
while allowing a clear probabilistic interpretation, we integrate
the Gibbs distribution in the cross-entropy loss using cost-
sensitive weights:

loss = − log(σij)−
∑

(i′,j′)
6=(i,j)

(1− G(ψi′j′)) log(1− σi′j′) (5)

where ψij is the grid point that is the closest to the actual DOA
and σij is the output of the network for the class ψij after a
sigmoid activation. For β = 0, if the true DOA is on the grid,
we recover the cross-entropy loss with one-hot encoded target.

In the prediction step, as for regression, the outputs σij of the net-
work are averaged over all frames of a sequence for all grid points.
The estimated DOA then corresponds to the class with the highest
global score.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1. Data

Training samples are generated from a set of spatial room impulse
responses (SRIRs) simulated with the image method, thanks to an
adaptation of Habets’ generator [30] for Ambisonics. 42,900 rooms
were generated with random dimensions in [2.5, 10] × [2.5, 10] ×
[2, 3] m and a reverberation time RT60 uniformly drawn within
[0.2, 0.8] s. In each room, a microphone array is placed randomly at
a minimum distance of 50 cm from any wall. The distance between
the microphones and the sources is uniformly drawn between 1 and
3 m. Three SRIRs are generated in each room, leading to a total of
128,700 SRIRs. The first SRIRs in each room are enforced to be

uniformly spread on the sphere. This ensures that all DOAs are sig-
nificantly represented in the dataset. To synthesize the audio signal
for learning, each SRIR is then convolved with a 1 s speech signal
extracted from a subset of the French corpus Bref [31] composed
of 44 speakers. Ambient noise is generated by convolving babble
noise from Freesound1 with a diffuse SRIR, made by averaging the
diffuse parts of two real SRIRs randomly picked among 42 SRIRs
recorded from the center of a real reverberant room. The noise is
added with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) comprised between 0 and
20 dB. The validation set is constructed in the same manner with
1,287 unseen simulated SRIRs, unseen speakers from Bref and un-
seen babble noise.

The three datasets used for testing the performance of the sys-
tems are described in our previous work [11]. The simulated SRIRs
dataset is made similarly to the training and validation sets, with
1,287 new SRIRs, English speakers from the SiSEC challenge [32]
and unseen noise. The real SRIRs dataset is constructed the same
way, except that the SRIRs come from a dataset of 576 SRIRs mea-
sured in a real room with 16 loudspeaker and 36 microphone array
positions. Finally, the real recordings dataset is made of 3 speakers
reading texts from 14 different positions in a living room. A TV was
also recorded independently. It is used to create another version of
this dataset with additional TV noise at 10 dB SNR.

4.2. Algorithm parameters

All signals are sampled at 16 kHz. The STFT is performed with a
1024-point sine window and 50% overlap for both analysis and syn-
thesis. Each 1 s utterance is split into two sequences of 25 frames
with 12 overlapping frames between sequences. The input dimen-
sions for the networks are hence (25, 513, 6).

The convolutional layers use 64 filters of size 3 × 3. Max-
pooling is performed along 8 frequency bands for the first two lay-
ers and 4 bands for the third one. BiLSTM layers include 64 hidden
units. For classification, the grid is built with a step α = 10◦, result-
ing in nDOA = 429 DOAs. In that case, FF layers include 429 hidden
units. For regression, the first FF layer includes 128 units while the
second layer has as many units as there are values to estimate (2
or 3). In all cases, the Nadam optimizer is used for learning with
an initial learning rate of 10−3. 50% dropout is applied after each
convolutional block, each FF layer and on the recurrent weights of
the BiLSTM layers. Training is stopped after the performance on
the validation set has stopped increasing for 20 epochs.

For the classification networks with a soft Gibbs distribution
target or with a Gibbs-weighted loss, we set the neighborhood pa-
rameter β = 2α = 20◦.

4.3. Performance measurement

The performance is measured in terms of angular accuracy with re-
spect to given thresholds, that is to say the percentage of sequences
where the angular distance (3) between the prediction and the actual
DOA is below 5◦, 10◦ or 15◦. For classification, the grid is such
that some DOAs are 7◦ apart from the closest point on the grid.
In those cases, 5◦ accuracy is impossible to achieve. However, the
resolution of the grid is one of the limitations of the classification
approach and should not be disregarded. We additionally report the
mean and median angular errors.

1https://freesound.org
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(a) Real SRIRs
Accuracy (%) Ang. err. (◦)

Algorithm <5◦ <10◦ <15◦ mean med.
Reg. sph. MSE 28.5 60.2 81.2 11.4 8.1
Reg. sph. ang. loss 29.7 64.3 80.0 11.4 7.9
Reg. Cartesian 37.1 72.9 88.3 8.5 6.4
Class. one-hot 26.6 66.8 85.3 9.7 8.0
Class. Gibbs target 26.0 67.7 86.4 9.3 7.5
Class. Gibbs loss 27.6 67.7 84.5 9.7 7.2

(b) Recordings
Reg. sph. MSE 25.4 71.7 87.6 11.4 7.1
Reg. sph. ang. loss 49.8 90.8 95.9 7.1 5.0
Reg. Cartesian 46.8 87.7 93.3 9.1 5.3
Class. one-hot 22.6 85.5 98.0 7.5 5.9
Class. Gibbs target 25.0 83.0 98.3 7.3 5.9
Class. Gibbs loss 27.3 88.8 98.0 6.9 5.7

Table 1: Performance (a) on the test sets built with the real SRIRs,
(b) on real recordings without TV. The best results are in bold. 95%
confidence intervals vary between±0.3% and±2.8% for accuracy,
and ±0.6◦ and ±1.6◦ for angular error.

Figure 3: Violin plots of the angular errors for all algorithms and
each test set. The y-axis scale changes between left and right plots.
The boxes show the first and third quartiles as well as the median.
The lower (resp. higher) ends of the whiskers correspond to the low-
est (resp. highest) values within 1.5 interquartile range (IQR) of the
lower (resp. upper) quartile.

5. RESULTS

The violin plots (Fig. 3) show that on the simulated SRIRs test set,
which is similar to the training set, all three classification networks
perform equally well and better than the regression networks tar-
geting the spherical coordinates. Regression with Cartesian target
performs best. On real SRIRs (Table 1a), the overall results worsen,
but the ranking of the networks remains unchanged. The difference
of performance between the three classification networks and the
Cartesian regression network is hardly significant. On real record-
ings, the regression network with the angular loss slightly outper-
forms Cartesian regression, with 49.8% of the sources localized
with less than 5◦ error against 46.8%. For a tolerance of 15◦, classi-
fication networks perform better, with accuracies between 98.0 and
98.3% against 95.9% for the regression network with angular loss.

The right plot of Fig. 3 shows the results on the real recordings
with an interfering TV at 10 dB SNR. Although it is not a point
source, it is more localized than the diffuse babble noise used in
training. The number of outliers increases for all systems, but clas-
sification appears to be more robust than regression in this situa-

Figure 4: Outputs of the one-hot classification (left) and Cartesian
regression (right) networks for a specific situation, with (orange)
and without (blue) TV. The true DOA is shown in green and the
approximate position of the TV in red. We restrain the plots to the
median plan, in which all positions are roughly included.

tion. This is confirmed when observing the outputs of the networks
(Fig. 4). Regression results are biased in the direction of the TV,
while for classification, the scores of the classes in the directions of
the TV increase, but in many cases they do not overtake the score
of the class corresponding to the DOA of the speaker.

For all test sets, classification with a Gibbs distribution as the
target is slightly better than with a one-hot target. Using Gibbs-
weighted loss further improves the performance, especially for real
recordings where the number of outliers significantly decreases. It
additionally speeds up the training, with only 60 epochs needed in-
stead of 100 with a comparable computation time per epoch. This
could be related to the vanishing gradient issue observed in [33].

6. CONCLUSION

We have compared three regression networks trained to recover the
spherical coordinates (with MSE or angular loss) or the Cartesian
coordinates of the source and three classification networks. We have
introduced a simple framework for cost-sensitive classification us-
ing Gibbs weights, enabling efficient training and more accurate
results than its one-hot target counterpart. This approach can easily
be extended to any objective with a distance between labels.

Before drawing any general conclusion, we would like to high-
light the fact that no single system stands out. The results are tightly
linked to the evaluation scenario and metric. However, we can state
that regression (preferably on Cartesian coordinates) is as legitimate
as classification, although it was disregarded in the majority of pre-
vious works. It even appears to be more accurate in scenarios with
diffuse interference. On the contrary, classification seems more ro-
bust to localized interference.

In this work, we have studied the ability of a neural network to
deal with a regression or a classification formulation for the local-
ization of a single source. For multiple sources, an implementation
issue arises for regression: the number of outputs would depend
on the number of sources (or at least the maximum number). In
addition, label ambiguity should be handled during training. Clas-
sification might then be a preferable solution, if future works show
that the performance is equally good or better than with a regression
formulation.
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